
The Dark Side of Chocolate

Dear Editor:

I am always so eager to read Brian Crumblehulme’s column.

But this time I was disappointed; he missed a teachable

moment.

So much chocolate is produced by slaves, and many of

these slaves are children. Yes, as we enjoy our hedonistic

treat, many children are being forced to do hard manual

labour at cocoa farms 80-100 hours a week! They are paid

nothing, are barely fed, are beaten regularly, and are often

viciously beaten if they try to escape. Most will never see their

families again. 

These children are being sold by destitute parents in

poverty-stricken countries (mainly in West Africa) to

traffickers. The parents believe their children will find honest

work once they arrive at their destination, and hope that they

will send some of their earnings home. Some of these

children are even stolen from their parents, and then sold as

slaves to cocoa farms.

Slavery in the 21st century is a secretive trade. Of course

most chocolate companies condemn slavery, and express

moral outrage that it exists in their industry. However, as

long as they continue to use Ivory Coast cocoa, which is where

the most child chocolate slavery exists, then they are

complicit in oppressing these children. The big companies say

there is no way they can control labour practices of their

suppliers, and thus, cannot ensure consumers that their

products are slavery-free. That’s not good enough!

There are conscientious chocolate manufacturers who

know their suppliers’ labour practices. Organic and fair-trade

chocolate is not slave chocolate. Fair-trade is a system in

which purchasers of products, like coffee, cocoa beans,

bananas and sugar, agree to pay an above market price for

the products. This extra money is intended to help small

farms and co-operatives selling the products to make lasting

improvements in their communities, infrastructure such as

schools and hospitals.

And anyone with children, please pass on this

information. Your child will not want to support companies

that hurt other children. Adults must insist that their child

does not sell child-slave chocolate to raise funds for their

school field trip. 

As humans become more conscious, its not always about

only staying positive, and avoiding the negative. Now that you

have read this, you cannot unknow it. Next time you buy

chocolate, remember your conscience. We can choose not to

be accomplices in chocolate slavery.

If you want to do more, google Stop Chocolate Slavery,

and get involved. Send emails to the big chocolate producers

still using slave chocolate. The world becomes more

compassionate one chocolate moment at a time.

Tsiporah Grignon, Gabriola Island

Brian’s Note: I heartily agree with Tsiporah’s statement

and am very glad she replied. I do promote the ethical

consumption of food and food that can be grown and

produced locally or regionally. 

While, organic foods are much more readily available

than twenty years ago,  fair-trade is still limited. We need to

know what our money is supporting, especially when it is

spent outside Canada.

Chocolate, like coffee, is one off those iconic foods

worth discussing which can only grown in any quantity

in tropical countries and thereby incurs ethical

concerns of trade. 

While the Gulf Islands has become a world leader in the

sale and distribution of Fair Trade Coffee, Denman Island

Chocolate is the nearest local enterprise I know of supplying

at least organic chocolate (see letter below). 

Organic foods are much more readily available than

twenty years ago, fair-trade is still limited. We do need to

know what out money is supporting, especially when it is

spent outside Canada.

Ed’s Note: I choose my coffee by the words ‘fair-trade’

and ‘shade-grown’ on the label. To me, that is more

important than organic or locally roasted, though usually

fairtrade, shadegrown is most likely organic too. 
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Great Fair Trade News From

Denman

Dear Editor:
At Denman Island Chocolate use two different types of
chocolate to make our products. One is 72% cocoa mass
and is certified Fair Trade. It is used exclusively in our
Cocoa Loco and Rosemary, Baby bars. It also makes up
between 25% and 50% of the mix for our other flavours.
The other chocolate is 58% cocoa mass and is not Fair
Trade. We have been searching for years and years for
high quality Fair Trade organic chocolate that we can use
in all our products. The difficulty has always been the
quality, which has been lacking in so many samples sent to
us. 

The great news is that now we’ve finally found what we
were looking for and have already purchased a container
load of it! We’re currently finishing up our last stocks of
the non-FT chocolate we’ve been using. Starting in about 3
months, we will finally be able to use only Fair Trade
chocolate in all our products. This has been a long time
coming and we are very excited.

In the meantime, I can assure you that none of the
cacao that goes into any of our products involves slavery in
any way. It comes from Latin America and the Caribbean
basin, mostly Peru and the Dominican Republic. Certified
organic cacao plantations there are small family-owned
and run holdings. I have visited organic cacao plantations

in the DR and found that the farmers there receive a
premium for their beans—because they’re organic and
high quality—which allows them a decent standard of
living. 

Whether you or I would be happy with it is another
question; working conditions in the so-called developing
world are harder and pay much less than what we would
accept from a job here in Canada, but the farmers in
question consider them to be acceptable. Also, the fact that
they are growing their crops organically means that they
are not risking their health or the health of their children
from exposure to agricultural chemicals—fungicides are
particularly widely used in conventional operations—as
well as being able to protect the health of their land and all
the organisms with which they share the land.

Daniel Terry, Denman Islan
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